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ELIZABETH GASKELL Ultimate Collection: 10 Novels & 40+ Short Stories (Including
Poetry, Essays & Biographies) 2017-12-09 this collection contains the complete
works of the great victorian author elizabeth gaskell including novels short
stories poetry essays and a biography of charlotte bronte introduction
elizabeth cleghorn gaskell novels mary barton the moorland cottage cranford
ruth north and south sylvia s lovers wives and daughters a dark night s work
short stories novellas round the sofa my lady ludlow an accursed race the doom
of the griffiths half a life time ago the poor clare the half brothers cousin
phillis company manners mr harrison s confessions the sexton s hero the grey
woman curious if true six weeks at heppenheim libbie marsh s three eras
christmas storms and sunshine hand and heart bessy s troubles at home
disappearances lizzie leigh the well of pen mortha the heart of john middleton
traits and stories of the huguenots morton hall my french master the squire s
story right at last the manchester marriage lois the witch the crooked branch
the old nurse s story clopton house crowley castle two fragments of ghost
stories the shah s english gardener martha preston the deserted mansion uncle
peter a visit to eton the cage at cranford some passages from the history of
the chomley family the ghost in the garden room poetry sketches among the poor
bran the scholar s story other works the life of charlotte brontë the last
generation in england cumberland sheep shearers traits and stories of the
hugenots modern greek songs french life an italian institution shams a fear for
the future biography mrs gaskell and knutsford by george a payne elizabeth
gaskell 1810 1865 was an english novelist and short story writer her novels
offer a detailed portrait of the lives of many strata of victorian society
including the very poor and are of interest to social historians as well as
lovers of literature some of gaskell s best known novels are cranford north and
south and wives and daughters
Family Stories and the Life Course 2004-04-26 this edited book draws from work
that focuses on the act of telling family stories as well as their content and
structure the process of telling family stories is linked to central aspects of
development including language acquisition affect regulation and family
interaction patterns this book extends across traditional developmental
psychology personality theory and family studies drawing broadly on the
epigenetic framework for individual development articulated by erik erikson as
well as on conceptions of the family life cycle the editors bring together
contemporary examples of psychological research on family stories and their
implications for development and change at different points in the life course
the book is divided into sections that focus on family stories at different
points in the life cycle from early childhood and the beginnings of narrative
skill through adolescence young adulthood midlife and then mature adulthood and
its intergenerational meaning during each of these periods of the life cycle
research focusing on individual development within an eriksonian framework of
ego strengths and virtues is highlighted the dynamic role of family stories is
also featured here with work exploring the links between family process
intergenerational attachment and storytelling sociocultural theories that
emphasize how such development is situated in the wider cultural context are
also featured in several chapters this broad lifespan developmental focus
serves to integrate the exciting diversity of this work and foster further
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questions and research in the emerging field of family narrative the book is
intended primarily for researchers and advanced level students in the fields of
developmental and personality psychology as well as those in family studies and
in gerontology it may also be of interest to those in the helping professions
who are concerned with family therapy and family issues and may due to its
content and illustrative material have appeal to a wider market of the lay
public the chapters are written in a readily accessible style and the analyses
are presented in a fairly non technical way because family stories are charted
across the lifespan it would be a suitable companion book to a more traditional
lifespan textbook in certain courses
ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE Ultimate Collection: 23 Novels & 200+ Short Stories,
Including Poetry, Plays, Spiritual Works, True Crime Stories, Historical Works
& Autobiography 2017-06-26 this carefully crafted ebook collection is formatted
for your ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents sherlock
holmes a study in scarlet the sign of four the hound of the baskervilles the
valley of fear the adventures of sherlock holmes the memoirs of sherlock holmes
the return of sherlock holmes his last bow the case book of sherlock holmes
sketches professor challenger the lost world the poison belt the land of mists
when the world screamed the disintegration machine brigadier gerard the
exploits of brigadier gerard the adventures of gerard novels micah clarke the
white company the great shadow the refugees rodney stone uncle bernac sir nigel
mystery of cloomber the firm of girdlestone the doings of raffles haw beyond
the city the parasite the stark munro letters the tragedy of the korosko a duet
the maracot deep short story collections mysteries and adventures the captain
of the pole star round the red lamp stories of war and sport round the fire
stories impressions and tales danger and other stories tales of pirates and
blue water other stories poetry songs of action songs of the road the guards
came through plays sherlock holmes the crown diamond jane annie waterloo a pot
of caviare the speckled band the journey spiritualism the new revelation the
vital message the wanderings of a spiritualist the coming of the fairies the
history of spiritualism pheneas speaks the spiritualist s reader the edge of
the unknown stranger than fiction fairies photographed the mediumship of
florence cook the houdini enigma the uncharted coast historical works the great
boer war the war in south africa the crime of the congo the german war a visit
to three fronts a history of the great war a glimpse of the army the duello in
france true crime stories other works personal memoirs arthur conan doyle 1859
1930 was a british writer and a creator of sherlock holmes
EDGAR ALLAN POE: 72 Short Stories and Novels & 80+ Poems; Including Essays,
Letters & Biography (Illustrated) 2024-01-16 this carefully edited collection
of complete works of edgar allan poe is formatted for your ereader with a
functional and detailed table of contents novels the narrative of arthur gordon
pym of nantucket the journal of julius rodman short stories the murders in the
rue morgue the mystery of marie rogêt the purloined letter the gold bug the
thousand and second tale of scheherazade the man of the crowd the tell tale
heart the fall of the house of usher the cask of amontillado the black cat the
masque of the red death the pit and the pendulum ligeia the oval portrait a
tale of the ragged mountains eleonora a dream metzengerstein the assignation
berenice morella william wilson the imp of the perverse hop frog the light
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house ms found in a bottle a descent into the maelstrom the facts in the case
of m valdemar the balloon hoax mesmeric revelation some words with a mummy
mystification the premature burial the oblong box the spectacles the system of
dr tarr and prof fether the sphinx the island of the fay the landscape garden
morning on the wissahiccon the domain of arnheim landor s cottage the duc de l
omelette a tale of jerusalem loss of breath bon bon lionizing king pest four
beasts in one the homo cameleopard how to write a blackwood article a
predicament the devil in the belfry the man that was used up the business man
why the little frenchman wears his hand in a sling never bet the devil your
head three sundays in a week diddling the angel of the odd the literary life of
thingum bob esq mellonta tauta von kempelen and his discovery x ing a paragrab
the power of words the conversation of eiros and charmion the colloquy of monos
and una shadow silence the complete poetical works plays essays miscellanea the
life and letters of edgar allan poe memorandum autobiographical essay the
dreamer life and work of edgar allan poe edgar allan poe 1809 1849 was an
american writer editor and literary critic best known for his poetry and short
stories
The Best Horror of the Year 2009-10-01 an air force loadmaster is menaced by
strange sounds within his cargo a man is asked to track down a childhood friend
who died years earlier doomed pioneers forge a path westward as a young mother
discovers her true nature an alcoholic strikes a dangerous bargain with a
gregarious stranger urban explorers delve into a ruined book depository finding
more than they anticipated residents of a rural wisconsin town defend against a
legendary monster a woman wracked by survivor s guilt is haunted by the ghosts
of a tragic crash a detective strives to solve the mystery of a dismembered
girl an orphan returns to a wicked witch s candy house a group of smugglers
find themselves buried to the necks in sand an unanticipated guest brings doom
to a high class party a teacher attempts to lead his students to safety as the
world comes to an end around them what frightens us what unnerves us what
causes that delicious shiver of fear to travel the lengths of our spines it
seems the answer changes every year every year the bar is raised the screw is
tightened ellen datlow knows what scares us the twenty one stories and poems
included in this anthology were chosen from magazines webzines anthologies
literary journals and single author collections to represent the best horror of
the year legendary editor ellen datlow poe new tales inspired by edgar allan
poe winner of multiple hugo bram stoker and world fantasy awards joins night
shade books in presenting the best horror of the year volume one
Teaching Language Arts in Middle Schools 2000-02 this text is designed
specifically to meet the needs of preservice teachers who have had little
experience working in middle grade classrooms three ideas are central teaching
language arts at the middle level is a complex activity that demands expertise
in the use of a variety of strategies reading and writing are key processes of
language arts study but so are speaking listening and viewing visually
representing and teaching the processes of effective communication is crucial
but middle school students must also begin to learn the content of the field
literature language and media teaching language arts in middle schools gives
balanced attention to various teaching strategies processes and content
demonstrating how all of these connect to improve students abilities to
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communicate in this text research and theory are summarized and applied to
practice a non prescriptive approach is integrated with practical information
debates in the field are acknowledged additional reading and research are
emphasized the author s voice and point of view are explicit
Spoiled Brats 2014-08-21 having skewered the problems of falling in and out of
love in the last girlfriend on earth simon rich s next book is another subject
we can all relate to parents and their kids from the perils of raising an
actual monster in manhattan it s pretty hard to find teachers who really
understand the talents of a five year old with horns and a taste for blood to
sell out the story of simon s ancestor returned to life decades after an
industrial accident involving pickling brine these stories are inventive witty
and sometimes a bit too much like real life
The End of the Story 2014-04-08 the end of the story is an energetic candid and
funny novel about an enduring obsession and a woman s attempt to control it by
the telling of the story of it with ruthless honesty artful analysis and
crystalline depictions of human and natural landscapes lydia davis s novel
offers a compelling illumination of the dilemmas of loss and the process of
remembering
The Story of the Rocks 1877 this carefully crafted ebook is formatted for your
ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents novels perris of the
cherry trees the middle temple murder dead men s money the talleyrand maxim the
paradise mystery the borough treasurer the chestermarke instinct the herapath
property the orange yellow diamond the root of all evil in the mayor s parlour
the middle of things ravensdene court the rayner slade amalgamation scarhaven
keep in the days of drake where highways cross short stories paul campenhaye
specialist in criminology the french maid the yorkshire manufacturer the covent
garden fruit shop the irish mail the tobacco box mrs duquesne the house on
hardress head the champagne bottle the settling day the magician of cannon
street mr poskitt s nightcaps stories of a yorkshire farmer the guardian of
high elms farm a stranger in arcady the man who was nobody little miss
partridge the marriage of mr jarvis bread cast upon the waters william henry
and the dairymaid the spoils to the victor an arcadian courtship the way of the
comet brothers in affliction a man or a mouse a deal in odd volumes the chief
magistrate other stories the ivory god the other sense the new sun the
lighthouse on shivering sand historical works mistress spitfire baden powell of
mafeking joseph smith fletcher 1863 1933 was an english author one of the
leading writers of detective fiction in the golden age
J. S. FLETCHER: 17 Novels & 28 Short Stories, Including Detective Mysteries,
Adventure Novels, Crime Stories & Historical Works (Illustrated) 2017-05-13
edited and written by an international who s who of more than 100 authors
including anesthesiologists nurse anesthetists bench scientists a surgeon and
representatives of industry this text provides a comprehensive history of
anesthesia unique in its focus on the people and events that shaped the
specialty around the world particularly during the past 70 years when
anesthesia emerged from empiricism and developed into a science based practice
Outlook 2008-04-08 the arabian nights is a composite work consisting of popular
stories originally transmitted orally and developed during several centuries
with material added somewhat haphazardly at different periods and places this
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study was devoted to the impact of the arabian nights on four novelists of the
nineteenth century charlotte bront charles dickens george meredith and robert
louis stevenson these authors were selected on the ground of their life spans
which encompassed almost the whole century because they are among the masters
of the english novel it is reasonable to assume that they did not content
themselves with mere imitations resulting in pseudo oriental tales their
original creations assimilated the influences from the arabian nights forming
new unified structures with interwoven references and allusions which are to be
redetected
The Wondrous Story of Anesthesia 2013-09-14 children film and literacy explores
the role of film in children s lives the films children engage in provide them
with imaginative spaces in which they create play and perform familiar and
unfamiliar fantasy and everyday narratives and this narrative play is closely
connected to identity literacy and textual practices family is key to the
encouragement of this social play and at school the playground is also an
important site for this activity however in the literacy classroom some
children encounter a discontinuity between their experiences of narrative at
home and those that are valued in school through film children develop
understandings of the common characteristics of narrative and the particular
language of film this book demonstrates the ways in which children are able to
express and develop distinct and complex understandings of narrative that is to
say where they can draw on their own experiences including those in a moving
image form children whose primary experiences of narrative are moving images
face particular challenges when their experiences are not given opportunities
for expression in the classroom and this has urgent implications for the
teaching of literacy
Charming Orient Shining England 2013-11-14 a handy guide offering a practical
plan for targeting skills any employee wants to develop and employers most
desire it s hard to tell if today s competitive job market is more unsettling
for employees seeking job security or companies trying to retain loyal workers
the value added employee provides fresh insights on what makes employees
valuable to the organization and how companies can keep productive employees on
the job employees will understand how to increase their personal marketability
by developing specific skills knowledge and attitudes managers and coaches will
find the tools and resources to make employees more valuable to the
organization even policymakers and human resource professionals can drive
change and business improvement through the application of competency modeling
processes the value added employee is a step by step plan for targeting the
competencies an employee wants to develop and employers most desire it
discusses 31 core competencies including interpersonal competencies business
competencies and self management competencies designed as a handbook the value
added employee is a toolkit of ideas and a workbook to be written in and
referred to on a regular basis through its use employees and their companies
will discover a firm foundation for meeting future goals
Children, Film and Literacy 2013-10-22 for much of the 20th century american
gays and lesbians lived in fear that public exposure of their sexualities might
cause them to be fired blackmailed or even arrested today they are enjoying an
unprecedented number of legal rights and protections clearly the tides have
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shifted for gays and lesbians but what caused this enormous sea change in his
gripping new book walter frank offers an in depth look at the court cases that
were pivotal in establishing gay rights but he also tells the story of those
individuals who were willing to make waves by fighting for those rights taking
enormous personal risks at a time when the tide of public opinion was against
them frank s accessible style brings complex legal issues down to earth but as
a former litigator never loses sight of the law s human dimension and the
context of the events occurring outside the courtroom chronicling the past half
century of gay and lesbian history law and the gay rights story offers a unique
perspective on familiar events like the stonewall riots the aids crisis and the
repeal of don t ask don t tell frank pays special attention to the
constitutional issues surrounding same sex marriage and closely analyzes the
two recent supreme court cases addressing the issue while a strong advocate for
gay rights frank also examines critiques of the movement including some coming
from the gay community itself comprehensive in coverage the book explains the
legal and constitutional issues involved in each of the major goals of the gay
rights movement a safe and healthy school environment workplace equality an end
to anti gay violence relationship recognition and full integration into all the
institutions of the larger society including marriage and military service
drawing from extensive archival research and from decades of experience as a
practicing litigator frank not only provides a vivid history but also shows
where the battle for gay rights might go from here
The Review of Reviews 1892 the words inimitable and unique are bandied about
too often in artistic circles so much so that critics seem to have forgotten
those words were invented to describe howard waldrop s fiction waldrop s
mastery of arcane knowledge his transcendent wit and the way his stories
explode like cheerty bombs inside a reader s mind have all made howard waldrop
one of the most beloved writers of the past two decades readers who encounter
his work never forget the experience and this new collection compiles nine such
experiences heretofore uncollected including flatfeet a madcap tour of this
century s first decades courtesy of the keystone kops ocean s ducks an homage
to those brave black actors of the 1930s remember those little moron jokes in
the schoolyard like why did the little moron throw the clock out the window he
wanted to see time fly now ask yourself again why did and beware the masked
mexican wrestlers of el castillo de la perserverancia howard waldrop s unique
and inimitable talents are on full display here read on marvel and rejoice
The Value-Added Employee 2007-08-22 during the last 10 years more and more
linguistic and psycholinguistic research has been devoted to the study of
discourse and written texts much of this research deals with the markers that
underline the connections and the breaks between clauses and sentences plus the
use of these markers by adults and children in the production and comprehension
of oral and written material in this volume major observations and theoretical
views from both sides of the atlantic are brought together to appeal to a wide
range of linguists psychologists and speech therapists the volume presents
contributions from researchers interested specifically in adult language and
from others concerned with developmental aspects of language some contributors
deal primarily with production whereas others concentrate on comprehension some
direct their attention to oral discourse while others focus on written texts to
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preserve overall coherence however the contributors were given the following
recommendations with regard to the level of linguistic analysis the emphasis
should be on the clause level more particularly on the relationships between
clauses special emphasis should also be placed on linguistic markers e g
connectives markers of segmentation punctuation an overview of a given field of
research should be offered and current research should be put into perspective
for contributors in the developmental field attention should be paid to the
fact that an account of the acquisition of some language functions throughout
childhood should be included only if general principles of interclause
relations that might be masked by the exclusive examination of adult evidence
could be derived from it
The Story of a Thousand 1896 cosmopolitan culture and consumerism in chick lit
focuses on the literary phenomenon popularly known as chick lit and the way in
which this genre interfaces with magazines self help books romantic comedies
and domestic advice publications this recent trend in women s popular fiction
which began in 1996 with the publication of british author helen fielding s
novel bridget jones s diary uses first person narration to chronicle the
romantic tribulations of its young single white heterosexual urban heroines
critics of the genre have failed to fully appreciate chick lit s complicated
representations of women as both readers and consumers in this study smith
argues that chick lit questions the consume and achieve promise offered by
advice manuals marketed toward women subverting the consumer industry to which
it is so closely linked and challenging cultural expectations of women as
consumers readers and writers and of popular fiction itself
The Story of the Volunteer Fire Department of the City of New York 1882 is your
company a storyteller or a storydoer the old way to market a business was
storytelling but in today s world simply communicating your brand s story in
the hope that customers will listen is no longer enough instead your authentic
brand must be evident in every action the organization undertakes today s most
successful businesses are storydoers these companies create products and
services that from the very beginning are manifestations of an authentic and
meaningful story one told primarily through action not advertising in true
story creative executive ty montague argues that any business regardless of
size or industry can embrace the principles of storydoing indeed our best run
companies from small start ups to global conglomerates organize around a
coherent narrative that is then broadcast through every action they take from
product design to customer service to marketing montague shows why storydoing
firms are nimble more adaptive to change and more efficiently run businesses
montague is a founder of the growth consultancy co collective and the former
president and cco of j walter thompson the largest advertising agency in north
america he brings his depth of creative business experience to the book and
provides a clear framework and proven process for bringing you and your
customers together in the creation of your brand story montague introduces five
critical elements what he calls the the four truths and the action map that are
the foundation of storydoing the participants your customers partners and
employees the protagonist your company today the stage the world around your
business the quest your driving ambition and contribution to the world your
action map the actions that will make your story real for participants the book
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is filled with examples of how forward thinking organizations including red
bull shaklee grind toms shoes and news corporation are effectively using
storydoing to transform their organizations and drive extraordinary results
Law and the Gay Rights Story 2014-08-05 the bible teaches that the goal of the
christian life is to become like jesus for our own personal growth and for the
sake of others every believer needs to ask three big questions what do i
believe what should i do and who am i becoming in think act be like jesus
bestselling author and pastor randy frazee helps readers grasp the vision of
the christian life and get started on the journey of discipleship after
unfolding the revolutionary dream of jesus and showing how our lives fit into
the big picture of what god is doing in the world frazee walks readers through
thirty short chapters exploring the ten core beliefs ten core practices and ten
core virtues that help disciples to think act and be more like jesus christ
this compelling new book can be used in conjunction with the 30 week all church
believe campaign or read separately as an individual study either way readers
will deepen their understanding of what it means to not just know the story of
god but to live it
Going Home Again 2014-10-28 we felt an urge to document what we had witnessed
if we who had experienced it i reasoned did not reveal the bitter truth people
simply would not believe the extent of the nazis evil i wanted to share our
life the events and our struggle to survive
Story 1963 childly language explores how attitudes and cultural assumptions
about children and childhood are revealed in contemporary english it addresses
such questions as how is concern for children s safety and welfare reflected in
the vocabulary and grammar of contemporary english and when we say that an
adult is being childish what are we saying about the characteristics of
children
Processing interclausal Relationships 2014-03-18 these 23 chilling tales tell
of the returning dead haunted places and weird creatures by such masters of the
genre as lafcadio hearn algernon blackwood and j sheridan lefanu
The Story of Our Continent 1891 indianapolis monthly is the circle city s
essential chronicle and guide an indispensable authority on what s new and what
s news through coverage of politics crime dining style business sports and arts
and entertainment each issue offers compelling narrative stories and lively
urbane coverage of indy s cultural landscape
Cosmopolitan Culture and Consumerism in Chick Lit 2007-12-12 dealing with the
most translated work of german literature the tales of the brothers grimm 1812
1815 this book discusses their history notably in relation to denmark and
subsequently other nations from 1816 to 1986 the danish intelligentsia
responded enthusiastically to the tales and some were immediately translated
into danish by a nobleman and by the foremost romantic poet their renditions
remained in print for a century and embued the tales with high prestige this
book discusses translators approaches and other parameters such as copyright
and changes in target audiences the tales social acceptability inspired hans
christian andersen to write his celebrated fairytales combined the grimm and
andersen tales came to constitute the international fairytale this genre was
born in processes of translation and today it is rooted more firmly in the
world of translation than in national literatures this book thus addresses
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issues of interest to literary cross cultural studies and translation
True Story 2013 while film and video has long been used within psychological
practice researchers and practitioners have only just begun to explore the
benefits of film and video production as therapy this volume describes a
burgeoning area of psychotherapy which employs the art of filmmaking and
digital storytelling as a means of healing victims of trauma and abuse it
explores the ethical considerations behind this process as well as its cultural
and developmental implications within clinical psychology grounded in clinical
theory and methodology this multidisciplinary volume draws on perspectives from
anthropology psychiatry psychology and art therapy which support the use and
integration of film video based therapy in practice
Think, Act, Be Like Jesus 2014-12-30 canadian women in print 1750 1918 is the
first historical examination of women s engagement with multiple aspects of
print over some two hundred years from the settlers who wrote diaries and
letters to the new women who argued for ballots and equal rights considering
women s published writing as an intervention in the public sphere of national
and material print culture this book uses approaches from book history to
address the working and living conditions of women who wrote in many genres and
for many reasons this study situates english canadian authors within an
extensive framework that includes francophone writers as well as women s work
as compositors bookbinders and interveners in public access to print literary
authorship is shown to be one point on a spectrum that ranges from missionary
writing temperance advocacy and educational texts to journalism and travel
accounts by new woman adventurers familiar figures such as susanna moodie l m
montgomery nellie mcclung pauline johnson and sara jeannette duncan are
contextualized by writers whose names are less well known such as madge macbeth
and agnes laut and by many others whose writings and biographies have vanished
into the recesses of history readers will learn of the surprising range of
writing and publishing performed by early canadian women under various
ideological biographical and cultural motivations and circumstances some
expressed reluctance while others eagerly sought literary careers together they
did much more to shape canada s cultural history than has heretofore been
recognized
The Boy Who Drew Auschwitz: A Powerful True Story of Hope and Survival
2021-01-21 a presentation of the complexity and dynamics of life in an
organization this study employs the use of personal stories to illustrate the
anxieties and successes of professional consultants an essential reference for
those trying to bring about change in an organization or develop leadership
capability this book looks at what it takes to consult with a rigorous
understanding of a philosophy and theory behind the position and the benefits
and challenges associated with consulting organizational consulting a
relational perspective provides through the very personal stories of a group of
organizational consultants an insight into the complexity and dynamics of life
in an organization an ideal reference for those with a growing interest in the
filed this work will also help practicing consultants deepen their
understanding of the principles of relational consulting
Childly Language 2014-06-11 only fools and horses the official inside
storytakes us behind the scenes to reveal the secrets of the hit show and is
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fully authorised by the family of john sullivan the show s creator and writer
the book is based on dozens of one to one interviews conducted by author steve
clark with the show s stars including sir david jason and nicholas lyndhurst
and key members of the production team
Bookseller Newsman Incorporated 1891 remembering mass violence breaks new
ground in oral history new media and performance studies by exploring what is
at stake when we attempt to represent war genocide and other violations of
human rights in a variety of creative works a model of community university
collaboration it includes contributions from scholars in a wide range of
disciplines survivors of mass violence and performers and artists who have
created works based on these events this anthology is global in focus with
essays on africa asia europe latin america and north america at its core is a
productive tension between public and private memory a dialogue between
autobiography and biography and between individual experience and societal
transformation remembering mass violence will appeal to oral historians digital
practitioners and performance based artists around the world as well
researchers and activists involved in human rights research migration studies
and genocide studies
Great Tales of Terror 2013-02-20
Indianapolis Monthly 2003-04
Tales and Translation 1999-09-15
Canadian Bookseller and Library Journal 1898
Video and Filmmaking as Psychotherapy 2015-02-11
The Story of the Philippines and Our New Possessions: Including the Ladrones,
Hawaii, Cuba and Porto Rico The Eldorado of the Orient 1916
Combined List of Books for Elementary and Junior High School Libraries
2010-06-25
Canadian Women in Print, 1750–1918 2007
Organisational Consulting 2011-08-30
Only Fools and Horses - The Official Inside Story 2014-02-05
Remembering Mass Violence
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